Shared-MAC between two Linux Partitions under Control of
Hypervisor(Topaz)
In the scenario that multiple Linux partitions managed by a Hypervisor, it is sometimes desired to
split one MAC device’s traffic between partitions. In Hypervisor, DPAA Ethernet interfaces
belonging to the same FMAN only can be assigned to one partition in Hypervisor, which brings
limitation in DPAA Ethernet interfaces usage between partitions, Shared-MAC technology
provides an efficient way for users to share a DPAA Ethernet interface between two Linux
partitions, this is very useful for the single FMAN platform such as P2041.

1. Overview of Shared-MAC Architecture between two Linux Partitions
To achieve Shared-MAC between two Linux partitions, one partition should use the Shared Driver
which will manage the MAC device and the other Linux partition should use the Macless Driver as
depicted below.

In the above configuration, the parts of standard TX queues from the first partition are the same
as the standard TX queues from the second partition. Both interfaces share one static buffer pool
and the same buffer pool definition is used in both partitions. The buffers are allocated from the
physical memory, indicated by the base address parameter. When a frame arrives to open
partition, it’s address should be mapped to partition’s Kernel address space. The mapping from
physical address to each partition’s virtual kernel address is done with ioremap Kernel primitive.
The seeding of the buffer pool will be done by the Shared Diver from the first partition as it has
fsl,bpool-ethernet-seeds in its device tree node.

2. Shared-MAC DPAA Ethernet interface Definition in Hypervisor Device Tree
The following is Shard-MAC interface related definition in Hypervisor partition 1 on P2041
platform.

part1_bp11: buffer-pool@11 {
compatible = "fsl,p2041-bpool", "fsl,bpool";
fsl,bpid = <11>;
fsl,bpool-ethernet-cfg = <0 0x80 0 1728 0 0x80036000>;
fsl,bpool-ethernet-seeds;
};
// =====================================================
// Shared with Linux2 (Shared-MAC)
// USDPAA will not be able to use interface ethernet@1 since
// it is used as shared-MAC between partitions
// The interface has to be set to promiscuous mode!
// =====================================================
dpa-ethernet@1 {
compatible = "fsl,p2041-dpa-ethernet", "fsl,dpa-ethernet-shared";
fsl,bman-buffer-pools = <&part1_bp11>;
fsl,qman-frame-queues-rx = <0x230 1 0x231 1 0x210 3>;
fsl,qman-frame-queues-tx = <0x234 1 0x238 1 0x200 8>;
};
The Shard MAC interface definition in partiton2 is defined as the following in hypervisor device
tree.
part2_bp11: buffer-pool@11 {
compatible = "fsl,p2041-bpool", "fsl,bpool";
fsl,bpid = <11>;
fsl,bpool-ethernet-cfg = <0 0x80 0 1728 0 0x80036000>;
};
// =====================================================
// Shared with Linux1 (Shared-MAC)
// The TX queues of this interface are the same with the

// TX queues of the interface dpa-ethernet@1 in
// partition 1; the RX queues are different
// =====================================================
dpa-ethernet@20 {
compatible = "fsl,p2041-dpa-ethernet", "fsl,dpa-ethernet-macless";
fsl,bman-buffer-pools = <&part2_bp11>;
fsl,qman-frame-queues-rx = <0x220 3>;
fsl,qman-frame-queues-tx = <0x200 8>;
delete-prop = "fsl,fman-mac";
local-mac-address = [20 41 c0 a8 a1 fe];
};
In Shared-MAC devices used by two Linux partitions, it is necessary that the Linux guests have
the same true-physical to guest-physical mapping, in order for FMAN-DMA to work seamlessly
regardless of the destination. That presumes that the buffer space seen by the two partitions is
identical, which comes down to the Buffer Pools being physically shared between the two Linux
partitions. Sharing a Buffer Pool between two Linux partitions requires that the BPID is statically
defined(hard-coded) in the dts file. In the case of a shared-MAC between two Linux partitions,
only one partition will initialize and seed the shared Buffer Pool. That partition is determined by
means of a special property “fsl,bpool-ethernet-seeds” in hv.dts file.
Rx traffic is driven to either partition via a PCD configuration applied on the shared physical
interface. This means that, for Linux partitions using a shared-MAC, at least one Rx Frame
Queue has to be statically declared in the .dts.
All Tx Frame Queues must be statically specified and be the same in both partitions, in the
example 8 TX queues are same between two partitions.
In the second partition, a MAC-less device is defined, it is virtual in the sense that it does not
have a physical FMAN port, but that is transparent to the Linux Kernel applications, only the
DPAA Ethernet driver is aware of the difference.
Because the Tx FQs of a MAC-less device always sink into another partition instead of a physical
FMAN port, there is the convention that the DPAA Ethernet driver of a MAC-less node only
initialize its Rx FQs. In other words, each partition initializes its own Rx FQs, because it has to
bind local dequeue callbacks to them.

3. Implement Shared-MAC Use Case between two Linux Partitions on the target
Hypervisor Shared-MAC PCD policy template files have already been provided in Linux SDK,
users can find these xml in the folder /etc/fmc/config/shared_mac/ after booting up the system.
Users can modify these policy files according to their networking environment and apply the
specific PCD rules on their target board. This document use P2041RDB as an example to show
the procedure to run hypervisor Shared-MAC use case.
a. Boot up two Linux partitions and configure IP addresses in both partitions.

First partition:
# ifconfig fm1-gb1 100.1.1.99
Second partition:
# ifconfig eth1 100.1.1.98
b. Edit FMAN configuration file /etc/fmc/config/shared_mac/hv2p_config_p4_shared_mac.xml to
make sure the interface is fm1-gb1.
<cfgdata>
<config>
<engine name="fm0">
<port type="MAC" number="2" policy="shared_mac_policy"/>
</engine>
</config>
</cfgdata>
c. Edit FMAN policy file /etc/fmc/config/shared_mac/hv2p_policy_shared_mac.xml and make sure
the MAC address corresponding to 0x210 FQID matches the address of the shared interface in
the first partition(fm1-gb1), 0x210 is the Rx Frame queue ID of the Shared MAC interface in the
first partition defined in hv.dtb. Also make sure the MAC address corresponding to FQID 0x220
matches the address of the interface eth1 in the second partition, this MAC address is configured
in hv.dts. In the above hv device tree definition 0x220 is defined as the Rx Frame queue ID of the
MAC-Less interface in the second partition.
Assume the MAC address of fm1-gb1 on the target board is 00:e0:0c:00:32:01.
<classification name="eth_dest_clsf">
<key>
<fieldref name="ethernet.dst"/>
</key>
<entry>
<data>0x00E00C003201</data>
<queue base="0x210"/>
</entry>
<entry>
<data>0x2041C0A8A1FE</data>
<queue base="0x220"/>
</entry>
<action condition="on-miss" type="distribution" name="garbage_dist"/>
</classification>
<classification name="arp_clsf">
<key>
<fieldref name="arp.p_dst"/>
</key>
<entry>
<data>0x64010162</data>
<mask>0xFFFFFFFF</mask>
<queue base="0x220"/>
</entry>
</classification>
d. Apply the PCD rules with fmc:
# fmc -c hv2p_config_p4_shared_mac.xml -p hv2p_policy_shared_mac.xml –s
hv2p_swparser_shared_mac.xml -a
e. Put the shared interface in the first partition to promiscuous mode:
# ifconfig fm1-gb1 promisc

f. Run ping from host to both partitions and run ping from each partition to the host.
$ ping 100.1.1.99
$ ping 100.1.1.98
# ping 100.1.1.1

4. Hypervisor Shared-MAC Test Result on P2041RDB
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